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Department of Urdu
Name of Programmes: B.A, B.Com& B.Sc
Mission & Objectives:
These undergraduate courses essentialy involve advanced lessons
in the Urdu

language and

literature.

The courses through theoretical lessons, academic activities and

seminars, involve learning in
classical and modern

disciplines of Urdu language.

.Contemporary trends of Urdu Literature.
Relevance of the programme.
These course help to transform students both professionally &

personally.
Different

career

options are available for graduates.

Urdu as a compulsory subject:

Urdu is

popular language spoken by one forty million people
worldwide, including native & non native speakers across the
a

globe the language has also gained official status in a few states
of India, such as Telangana, Bihar, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh &
Jammu & Kashmir.
These degree courses enable students to go for various Urdu
language related jobs as it is used on a large scale in business and
other life activities.

Different carrier options:

One can go for higher degree programmes in respective subjects
aiming

of becoming lecturer/ teacher in Schools, Colleges and

Universities.
There are a number of other carrier options available for graduates
such as Urdu linguist, translator, cryptology language instructor,

bilingual telephone interviewer, content editor in Urdu journalism
as well.

Student enrolled

to the courses are

taught to;

Understand and analyse Urdu from a variety of content based
perspectives. Develop a broad understanding of the background
of Urdu language.
Understand the exotic culture of countries and communities
where Urdu is spoken.
Understand Urdu is emergence

as a

new world language.

Explore written and spoken Urdu on an advanced level.
Understand the

Language's role in the multilingual society

Life Enriching benefits of the Courses:

(What candidate would possess)
Ability to work with a team

Communication and Quantitative skills
Detail orientation
Inquisitiveness about the culture behind the language

.Ability to integrate and apply knowledge
Observational and investigative skill

.Professional values and ethics.
Understanding of linguistic relationships, interactions, & patterns.

Ability to weave words
Ability to use popular contemporary style in Urdu writing.
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